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The problem of the culture of young people is relevant in XXI 
century. Of course, the age of industrialization, modernization, ur-
banization and scientifi c innovation contributes to the intellectual 
and cultural growth of young people. But the process of education of 
young people, a better transfer of cultural experience of generations 
requires continuous improvement.
The problem of measuring human culture has always aroused 
great interest. Youth culture, namely the professional culture is one 
of the important indicators of social development.
The process of cultivating the culture of behavior of the young 
person has deep roots: family, family traditions, the environment, in-
cluding school, university and others. But at some point in life of a 
young person, especially if it does not happen in a family, you must 
teach him knowledge of the culture of behavior, etiquette, culture 
expert, etc.
A visionary politician, the head of our state N. A. Nazarbayev in 
his Address to the Nation “Kazakhstan-2030: Prosperity, safety and 
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welfare of all Kazakhs” in 1997 determined the course of develop-
ment of the Republic. Strategic Programme towards the future: the 
time will pass quickly, and it will be a reality for today’s youth.
The message of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
“Strategy” Kazakhstan — 2050 “: a new policy established state”, 
had said that the government is doing everything in order to open up 
new opportunities for young people. “Billed me today a new political 
and economic course is aimed at to give you the best education, and 
therefore more worthy future. I rely on you — the new generation of 
Kazakhstanis. You must be the engine of the new course” [1].
In modern society, the problem of self-determination and self-
assertion of the individual young person is an actual and a prior-
ity of the state. Youth of Kazakhstan state aids in the space for the 
application of their intellectual and innovative potential. The state, 
being the most infl uential and powerful political institution, bears 
principal responsibility for the nature and results of the socialization 
of the younger generation. The Message of the President of Kazakh-
stan N. A. Nazarbayev “New Decade — New Economic Growth — 
New Opportunities for Kazakhstan” determined “young people — 
the foundation of the future, will have new opportunities to build 
their future” [2].
High dynamic society, a large fl ow of information, the complex 
relationship between humans require raising the question of com-
petence in the educational process, which must master the modern 
youth.
Core competencies of today’s youth: the ability of lifelong learning:
“Continuous model of education”, “education for life”; personal 
growth: self, activation of internal resources, building a life strategy; 
develop a high communicative level; partnerships in the team, re-
spect for diff erent cultures, religions, professions, etc.; master the na-
tive and foreign languages; master the skills of information technol-
ogy: to be able to use new information technology.
The cult of knowledge, the pursuit of knowledge — the top level 
in the hierarchy of values  of modern youth. Education serves modern 
